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Sustainable City

What can justice and sustainability mean, pragmatically speaking, in today’s
cities? Can justice be the basis on which the practices of city building rely?
Can this recognition constitute sustainability in city building, from a pragmatic
perspective? Today, we are faced with a mountain of reasons to lose hope in
any prospect of moving closer to justice and sustainability from our present
position in civilization.
Pragmatic Justifications for the Sustainable City: Acting in the Common Place offers

a critical and philosophical approach to revaluating the way in which we think
and talk about the “sustainable city” to ensure that we neither lose the thread
of our urban history, nor the means to live well amidst diversity of all kinds. By
building and rebuilding better habits of urban thinking, this book promotes the
reconstruction of moral thinking, paving the way for a new urban sustainability
model of justice.
Utilizing multidisciplinary case studies and building upon anti-foundationalist

principles, this book offers a pragmatic interpretation of sustainable develop-
ment concepts within our emerging global urban context and will be a valuable
resource for both undergraduate and postgraduate students, as well as academics
and professionals in the areas of urban and planning policy, sociology, and
urban and environmental geography.
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Preface

In April 1991, I filed in line to board a yellow school bus to a rival high
school’s gymnasium for a county-wide Earth Day event. The event had been
planned to engage me and my fellow teenagers on the 20-year anniversary of
Earth Day and included lots of milling about, awkward giggling and oogling,
information booths and stickers, some political speeches (Ontario premier-to-
be Bob Rae was there), and Dr. David Suzuki. I remember that attendance was
optional, and at that time in my so-far suburban life playing hookey with
friends was a much more popular thing to do than attending planned rallies. To
be truthful, doing that which my friends were doing was the default decision.
This time, though, I got on the bus although I don’t recall any of my friends
opting to go. Tony was there, my school’s star basketball player and my first
crush. He was unique in my mind not for his fame but because he told me in
one of our rare conversations that his favourite subject was geography. Condi-
tioned by peer pressure, I didn’t understand at the time how the subject
of geography could in any way achieve such status in the mind of a status-
concerned kid. Anyway, we may have said hi, but we didn’t talk at the Earth
Day rally.
The event was packed with students who I guess had also overcome their

self-consciousness about feeling uncool for caring about Earth Day when they
could be enjoying time away from school, or maybe they were more socially
advanced than I was. (I was 25 before I figured out that the coolness rules on
which I had based my understanding of my own self-worth were complete
bullshit. Coincidentally, I was 25 when I moved to New York City.) I don’t
remember talking to any of my fellow students. It’s possible I simply couldn’t,
because I do remember being struck speechless by the crisis, the challenge, and
the marching orders handed down to me that day, particularly by Suzuki. He
unceremoniously and straightforwardly pulled the cord on the blinders in front
of my blue eyes about the condition of the world, the position of my country
in it, the work that lay before the willing, and the implications of not getting
personally involved, deeply, utterly, and with gusto.
Up until this time, I didn’t think anything could be more moving than a

Pink Floyd song. I was already a self-proclaimed environmentalist, contributing
money earned from babysitting to both Greenpeace and the World Wildlife



Fund, but all things considered, this was mostly about the bumper stickers these
organizations sent me back, which I used to decorate my school binders.
Hearing Suzuki’s presentation on the perils of the planet sent me over the deep
end. Whales and baby seals were being killed, rainforest destroyed, toxic che-
micals released from my paper and most of the products I used, and the
atmosphere was being seriously messed with; all this I already knew. But he
convinced me that I was implicated, my family was implicated, and in my
ignorance of this I had already been shirking my responsibility while the dire
situation deteriorated.
I went home and did what Suzuki said to do: I wrote signs to my parents

and posted them on my bedroom door, on the refrigerator, and even on their
bathroom mirror. Following his careful instructions, the signs said: EVERY 6
SECONDS, 133,000 SPECIES ARE GOING EXTINCT, and WE HAVE 10
YEARS TO CHANGE THE WORLD and WOULD YOU IGNORE
YOUR DAUGHTER IF SHE TOLD YOU SHE HAD CANCER?
For the record, this initiation to home-based direct action on my part had

exactly zero impact. Not one conversation, or changed idea, or diverted or
reallocated shopping dollar, or altered habit resulted in my household, present
writer excluded. David Suzuki would not be proud of me, I thought, and
decided not to take activist ideas any further. I obviously wasn’t very good at it
and if Suzuki ever found out, I would be humiliated. I was pretty shy, besides.
I did have a knack for formal learning, however, and so this was an obvious
place to invest my energy for what became, the following year at Rio, the
quest for sustainable development. Equipped with the confidence of 20 more
years of thinking about sustainable development, the credibility of a PhD, and
experience as an urban researcher engaged with policy, activism, and organi-
zations in a host of cities, this book demonstrates how I am coming to terms
with the sorry results of my early attempts at activism and making some ginger
steps back out “to the street” with my ideas. My mother’s home, of course,
remains the final frontier.
This is a book about hope for and in the city to become a place for what I

don’t believe we have ever before seen on Earth: sustainability. The approach
taken is philosophical investigation of how a pragmatic interpretation of sus-
tainable development concepts, plans and policies articulates a path toward
sustainable cities. Amidst the intellectual and policy furore over defining “the
sustainable city,” there may be infinite variations on the theme of constructing
and maintaining the urban realm in a manner fit to promote better human
development and livelihood opportunities, long into the future, without
depleting their natural resource base or decreasing life opportunities for those
elsewhere around the world. Building upon pragmatic, anti-foundationalist
principles, we will attempt here to build a definition from the ground up. We
have over 200 years of history in democratic society from which, if we can face
the challenge of dissecting the hope and promise from the hardship and failure,
we can begin to build a sustainable city that is within the realm of possibility.
At any rate, from a pragmatic perspective, this history, along with the

x Preface



interpretations that all of us can bring to bear upon it, is the best chance we
have got to move in a more sustainable direction.
The final important note before we begin is to offer a few words about what

I mean by a pragmatic approach to urban sustainable development. When I use
the term ‘pragmatic,’ I am referring not to the common use of the term but to
the philosophy of pragmatism which was developed by American philosophers
in late nineteenth-century New England (members of the elite “Metaphysical
Club” that Louis Menand has documented well in his book by the same name,
and, in particular, Charles S. Peirce and William James). It was developed a
little bit later by other philosophers and social activists in New York and Chi-
cago (in particular, I include John Dewey and Jane Addams). Working com-
pletely independently, pragmatism received new life from the work of social
theorists in France (led by Luc Boltanski and Laurent Thévenot) on pragmatic
sociology. Put together, pragmatism is a pluralistic set of ideas intended to
guide better action, many of which can be brought to bear on questions of
sustainable development and justice. I will not be aiming to produce a com-
prehensive pragmatic philosophical position on sustainability, as this would go
counter to the spirit of pragmatism itself. Instead, in this book, we will delve
into and offer perspectives on a number of core pragmatic ideas: the impor-
tance of scrutiny of material as well as social conditions of engagement; the
public interest and the democratic community; the key role of justification in
forming perspectives and actions; social learning and knowledge generation.
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1 Our starting point
Sustainability and justice made urban

What can justice and sustainability mean, pragmatically speaking, in today’s
cities? Can justice be the basis on which the practices of city building rely? Can
this recognition constitute sustainability in city building, from a pragmatic
perspective? Today, we are faced with a mountain of reasons to lose hope in
any prospect of moving closer to justice and sustainability from our present
position in civilization. But from the philosophically pragmatic approach that
we adopt in this book, despair is not an option. Instead, what we attempt here
is to take stock of the demand for sustainability and justice within a growing
awareness of the globally dominant trends of urbanization. We will consider
the critical urban scholarship that warns us about the ways in which finding hope
in contemporary urban trends is dangerous. Specifically, critical urban scholarship
warns us about three traps in the contemporary celebration of prospects for
justice and sustainability in cities: (1) the local trap; (2) the empowerment trap;
and (3) the community trap.
The warnings are well advised, but we will consider how bringing the resources

of pragmatic thinking to bear on the trappings of urbanism today can change the
equation. With a mix of reasoning from philosophical, sociological, and urban stu-
dies bases, cases and anecdotes, we will propose that some key reasons for hope sit
with urbanism today. We build a case, in short, that some uniquely urban values can
take root today, offering promise to move us toward sustainability justice.
First, urbanites today give value to an individualist authenticity that, for all its

vanity and obsessive qualities, also opens up a willingness to engage with
diverse others. Because contemporary urbanity values an individualist sense of
self-determination and life planning, radically uprooted from any sense of given
foundations, urbanites also have the potential to develop better habits of tolerance
of diverse lifestyles and perspectives.
Second, today’s successful cities may mock the prospect of any quintessential

utopia devised from above, in advance, but urbanites have not given up on
crafting their own versions of utopia. In generating a willingness among urbanites
to engage with one another in piecemeal ways to create partial, experimental,
fleeting utopian projects and alternatives, the city includes a pragmatic utopian
vision that also serves to empower those who engage in crafting and carrying
out these experiments.


